Introduction

Computation of
The present work deals with the determination of the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft - 
Mathematical Model
The application of the numerical techniques allows the treatment of more realistic geometry, and the fulfillment of the boundary conditions on the actual surface. The methods presented here are based on the surface distribution of singularity elements. It is very important to realize that the grid dose have an effect on the solution. Typically, a good grid selection will converge to a certain solution when the density is increased. We will explain the methodology of the chosen numerical panel methods used for calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surfaces (wing, horizontal tail) using VLM, and non lifting surfaces (body, vertical tail) using source-sink distribution. Finally, we will explain the methodology of calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of complete airplane configuration in steady subsonic flow using the previously mentioned panel methods.
Computational Solution of The Lifting Surfaces A well known method is described here for the numerical solution of the aerodynamic characteristics of lifting surfaces in incompressible flow. The VLM [14] represents the wing as a planner surface on which a grid of horseshoe vortices is superimposed ( fig. 2 ). The velocity induced by each horseshoe vortex at a specified control point is calculated using the law of Biot-Savart (1). A summation is performed for all control points on the wing to produce a set of linear algebraic equations for the horseshoe vortex strengths that satisfies the boundary condition of no flow through the surface. r (dl x r3 Application of the boundary condition that the flow is tangent to the wing surface at the control point of each of the 2N panels provides a set of simultaneous linear algebraic, equations (2) in the unknown vortex strength. When this set of equations has been solved the vortex strength distribution is known, hence the flow velocity is calculated and so pressure distribution and aerodynamic characteristics.
A possible solution of the lifting problem stated above is derived in refs. [4 [5] , [14] , [20] . Computational solution of the body A general method described for the computational solution of the incompressible potential flow about three dimensional bodies (fig. 4) . The method utilizes a source density distribution on the surface of the body and solves for the distribution necessary to make the normal component of fluid velocity as zero on the boundary. Plan quadrilateral surface elements are used to approximate the body surface ( fig. 3) , and the integral equation for the source density is replaced by a set of linear algebraic equations for the values of the source density on the quadrilateral elements. When this set of equations has been solved, the source density dV = a CO-4 1 41 Proceedings of the 7th ASAT Conf. 13-15 May 1997 distribution is known, hence the flow velocity on the body surface is calculated. The problem considered is that of the steady flow of the perfect fluid about a three-dimensional body. Fig. 3 . Approximation of the body surface. [id] [all = -(3) Once the values of the source density on the quadrilateral elements have been obtained, the fluid velocities at points away from the body surface may also be calculated refs. [2] , [3] , [4] , [20] . The total induced velocity at the i th control point is Vi , the total velocity at that point is V and now the pressure coefficient can be calculated The main purpose of the present work is to develop a numerical method that could be used by aeronautical engineers as a tool for the preliminary design stage. Therefore, the method has to be sufficiently direct, simple to use, and efficient in order to be of practical engineering value. It was decided to simulate the body by a conventional source-panel method_ Wings and all other lifting surfaces will be simulated by the VLM. It was assumed that the interference of wing-body-tail combinations can be obtained by simultaneous solution of the two systems solving for all velocities induced by each one on the other. A numerical method for the calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of complete airplane configuration in steady subsonic flow has been developed. The method is based on a combination of the VLM for the lifting surfaces and source-panel method for the body. Special emphasis is given to the understanding of the behavior and the computational accuracy of the numerical method. In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the present method, distributed and total loads are computed and compared with available experimental results. A wing-body-Tail configuration is positioned in a uniform flow field of an undisturbed velocity vector U. The flow is assumed to be steady, incompressible, inviscd, and irrotional except for isolated vortices. The body surface is divided into a number (N $ ) of trapezoidal panels, each supporting a source distribution of uniform intensity cr. A control point, at which the tangency boundary condition
P (X.T,Z)
is satisfied, is located at the center of the panel area. The lifting surfaces are divided into a number (Nk ) of trapezoidal panels. Each panel has a horseshoe vortex system of strength (F a ), which consists of a straight bound vortex segment coincides with the quarter-chord line of the panel and of two semi infinite straight line trailing vortices parallel to the longitudinal axis (x-axis) . The boundary condition control point on the vortex panels is located at the center of the cell three-quarter chord line. The application of the tangency condition at all control points results in the following system of linear algebraic equations for the unknown intensities of the sources and vortices: N, Nk + aincr +b; = 0
1=1 n=1.
Where bi = (U,,. n; the component of the free stream velocity in the direction normal to panel k control point, and am and hu are the influence coefficients of the source panel 1 and the vortex n, respectively, on the control point k. The detail formulas of the influence coefficient are given in refs. [2] , [3] , [14] , [20] . The solution of equation (7) determines the strengths of the singular elements, which are then used to compute the induced velocities at the Mal control point. Knowing Q we can get the total velocity at each panelV,,,,, so the pressure coefficient and aerodynamic load at the mm control point are V' at,
so we can get the lift coefficient from equation (10) L, = F; cosa -Ft. sin a = L,/(0.5pI.J) S Now, we can get total pitching moment about nose point of the aircraft by calculating the contribution of all the panels to that moment. lqt ) Mlet = (F., *( -x.)+F.,, *(z. -z.))i (12) where (xa, ya, za ) is. the coordinates of the nose point , (xm, ym, za, ) are the coordinates of the panel control point. The pitching moment coefficient is
where S is the wing area, bA is the mean aerodynamic chord A vortex along the wing body intersection line is thus completely avoided_ In the present work the vortex cells adjacent to the body are extended through the body up to the plane of symmetry. The velocities induced by the extended vortices are taken into account in the simultaneous solution of equation (7), but the tangency condition is not enforced on the extended panels [6] . The proposed mathematical model for calculating longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of different flight surfaces and their combinations, described in the previous section is applied to a case study of L-29, which is a jet trainer in the Egyptian air force. The computer programs in this work consists of two fully separated groups; ( fig. 4) : -Paneling programs group, used for dividing the individual surfaces of the configuration into a quadrilateral panels with four corner points. These programs were written in C-Language. For
Proceedings of the rASAT Conf. 13-15 May 1997 I CO-41 431 the purpose of the graphical verification of the paneled surfaces, we get the DXF files from the formatted output data files of the paneling programs and reading it in Autocad to check up the paneled shape. -Calculation programs group, which takes the geometrical data of panels representing certain configuration from the paneling group, using it in calculating pressure distribution and the aerodynamic characteristics of the configuration. The calculation group of programs were written in Borland C-H-for windows. We can use these programs to solve the following problems: -Solution of isolated lifting surfaces.
-Solution of multi-lifting surfaces. [14] and that from partner program. Using the partner program we calculate the lift curves of the swept planner wing (dihedral angle = 0) shown in (fig. 8 ). The convergence of the lift coefficient with number of panels for different angles of attack is shown in (fig. 9 ). The lift curves of ( fig. 7) are calculated for a different number of panels of ( fig. 8) . In ( fig. 7 ) the calculated lift curves are compared with the experimental lift curve of the swept planner wing of ( fig. 5 ), where this experimental lift curve is taken from ref [14] . B. Isolated Wing Solution : Here, we are calculating the pressure coefficient distribution along isolated wing span of the selected aircraft model for different angles of attack and different number of panels. Then getting the convergence curves of the lift coefficient with number of panels for different [14] and that from partner program for the four panel swept wing of ( fig. 8a) . 
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angles of attack-The graphical verification of the output data files from wing paneling program is shown in (fig. 10 ). (Fig. 11) represent the pressure coefficient difference distribution along half wing span for different number of panels (NP=60, NP=170, NP=375, NP---493). of figs. (9a), (9c), (9e), (10f), these pressure coefficient difference distributions are made all over range of angles of attack changes from zero degree to fifteen degree with a step of three. From ( fig. 11) we can notice the following : 1-The pressure coefficient difference increases as number of panels increases and that because the panel area decreases. 2-The curves have the same shape but the values are different. 3-A drop in the pressure coefficient difference value appears in the area between the first and the second. trapezoidal of the selected aircraft wing. This drop appears due to the sudden change in the geometry between the first trapezoidal and the second one. To avoid this drop we increase the total number of panels on the wing camber surface. Also increasing the number of panels in that area where the sudden change appears. These solutions to avoid the sudden. change and make it gradually change. But here we are limited with the computer capacity. The convergence curves for the lift coefficient with number of panels at different angles of attack are shown in (fig. 12 ). In this section we are calculating the pressure coefficient distribution along the selected aircraft body. First, as a verification of our work ( fig. 14) represents a comparison of the pressure coefficient distribution over a sphere surface along longitudinal axis, calculated using the potential equation for pressure coefficient eq. (14) [15] and that calculated using partner program. The graphical verification of the paneling technique of a sphere is shown in (fig. 13 ). 9 = 1 -sin' El (14) 4 Now, we are calculating the pressure coefficient distribution over L-29 body surface. The graphical verification of the paneled L-29 body is shown hi. (fig. 15) . The pressure coefficient distribution over L-29 body surface along body longitudinal axis for different body strips and at zero angle of attack is shown in (fig. 16.) . Proceedings of the r ASAT Conf. 13-15 May 1997
Solution of Wing-Body-Tail Configuration ; Our aim in this work is to solve wing-body-tail configuration to obtain some of the longitudinal characteristics in steady subsonic flow. So, first we verify graphically the paneling programs of wing-body-tail configuration as shown in (fig. 17 ). The calculated lift curves for wing, wingbody, wing-body-tail configurations are shown in ( fig. 18 ) where : wing number of panels = 170 , tail number of panels = 42 and body number of panels = 288
The experimental measurements are made in the wind axis system and the calculation in the body axis system. So, we make a transformation from the wind axis system to the body axis system. Comparisons between the calculated and measured data for the lift curve and pitching moment curve of wing-body-tail configuration are shown in fig. (19,20) where -Mach number = 0.153 -Re (measurements) = 6 x 106 -Re (calculation) = 7 x 107 Computational analysis has ,been considered as a powerful, economical and useful tool for determining the aerodynamic coefficients of a complete aircraft configurations. In. the present work, three different cases have been investigated. They are solved using the same computer code, which has been developed in C-language. The configuration surfaces have been divided into panels through another computer code. These codes have been verified. CONCLUSIONS The investigated cases are: Lifting surfaces solution. The surface has been divided into the required number of panels on the camber line and with the required distribution. The developed calculation code can compute the induced velocity distribution over the surface, so the pressure coefficient difference distribution on the surface, and the surface lift curve. The developed code is verified by solving a previously solved example and comparing the results.
Nonitilifting surface solution. The body has been divided into surface panels with four corner points and then graphically verified. The calculation programs calculate the source density distribution over the body surface, and then the pressure coefficient distribution over the surface.
Solution of complete configuration . The calculation programs compute the source density distribution over the nonlifting surface, the vortex density distribution over the lifting surfaces, hence compute the induced velocity distribution over the configuration surface, and the pressure coefficient distribution taking into account the interference between the lifting surfaces and aonlifting surface. Finally, we get the lift curve and pitching moment curve for wing-body-tail configuration. The following could be concluded: -The pressure coefficient distribution over the lifting surfaces increases as number of panels increases, tell we reach a number of panels that will simulate configuration. -The panel methods are geometrical methods, and they are affected with the geometrical changes. So, the number of panels must be increased in areas with geometrical changes. FUTURE WORK The present work is a contribution to the calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients of an aircraft as a whole in a global system of equations, in steady linear incompressible invicid flow. As an extension of this work, the following might be considered: -Nonlinear solution of a lifting surfaces in Steady, incompressible, invicid flow. 
